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Abstract. We show that any recursive sequence of recursive sets which is ascending with respect 
to the standard polynomial time reducibility notions has no minimal upper bound. As a con- 
sequence, any complexity class with certain natural closure properties possesses ither complete 
problems or no easiest hard problems. A further corollary is that, assuming P# NP, the partial 
ordering of the polynomial time degrees of NP-sets is not complete, and that there are no degree 
invariant approximations to NP-complete problems. 
Introduction 
Most natural complexity classes are recursively presentab!e, i , their members 
can be effectively enumerated. Moreover, with any two sets A and B also the effective 
disjoint union A@ B of the sets belongs to the class. So given a recursive numeration 
(C, : n E hl) of such a complexity class 5!? we can define a skeleton (S,,: n E N) of % 
by letting & be the effective disjoint union of the first n + 1 members of %, i.e., 
&=C& l l 0 C,. Then the sequence (S, : n E N) is recursive and it is ordered under 
the standard polynomial-time reducibilities. Moreover, a problem is hard for % if 
and only if it is an upper bound for the skeleton of %?, and %? possesses complete 
problems if and only if its skeleton possesses a greatest element, i.e., if it becomes 
stationary. So the study of hard problems for the standard complexity classes reduces 
to the analysis of the upper bounds of recursive sequences which are increasing 
under the polynomial-time reducibilities. 
Our main result is that any recursive sequence of recursive sets which is ascending, 
i.e., increasing and not stationary, does not possess a minimal upper bound. SO, for 
any complexity class % with the above mentioned closure properties and which 
does not possess a complete set (with respect o some polynomial-time reducibility 
SF), % does not possess an easiest hard set, i.e., for any recursive %-hard set A 
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there is another %-hard set B such that B <F A. Among the corollaries of this result 
are Adlernan’s theorem in [ 1] asserting that if R# NP, then there are R-m-hard 
problems in NP which are not NP-m-complete, and the new result that if the 
polynomial hierarchy PH does not collapse, then there are PH-m-hard problems in 
PSPACE which are not PsPAcu-T-complete. 
A further application of our main result is to the structure of the polynomial-time 
degrees of NP-sets (see, e.g., Ladner [14] and Ambos-Spies 141): If P# NP, then 
the partial ordering of these degrees is not complete, i.e., there is a strictly increasing 
sequence of p-degrees of NP-sets without a lesst upper ;>ound. Our final application 
shows that we cannot find degree-invariant approximations to intractable problems. 
To be more precise, for any problem Be P there is no recursive increasing sequence 
(A,: n E N) of problems A, easier than B such that B can be computed from the 
sum of any equivalent sequence, i.e., from any sequence (AL: n EN) such that A, 
and AL are equivalent under polynomial-time reducibility. 
I. Preliminaries 
Let C = (0, 1) and let C* be the set of strings over C. In the following the terms 
set and problem will refer to subsets of C*. Capital letters will denote sets while 
lower case letters from the end of the alphabet will denote strings. The concatenation 
of two strings x and y is denoted by xy, and 1x1 is the length of X. The natural 
ordering G on C* is defined by x < y iff 1x1~ lyl or 1x1 = Iyl and there are strings us 
V, w such that x = u00 and y = u 1 w. The (n + 1)st string with respect o 6 is denoted 
by z,. We let ( , ) be a polynomial-time computable pairing function, i.e., a bijection 
from C* x C* onto X* such that 1(x, y)J is not less than 1x1, lyl for all strings x and 
y. Quite frequently we interpret ( , ) as a function from N x C* onto Z*, N the set 
of natural numbers, by identifying n with z,. In particular, we let 
A(“)=(x: (n, X)E A}={x: (z,, x)~ A} 
and, similarly, 
A(<“) = {(m, x): m 6n&(m,x)EA}={(z,,,,x): m~n&(z,,,,x)cA). 
Note that, in contrast o A(“), A’““) is always a subset of A. 
In our notation we do not distinguish between aset and its characteristic function, 
i.e., x E A (x ti A) iff A(x) = 1 (A(x) = 0). The efficient disjoint union of two sets A 
and B is defined by A@B={Ox:x~A}u{lx: XEB}. We write A =* B if the 
symmetrical difference (A - B) u (B - A) is finite. For a class % of recursive sets, 
we say % is closed under @ if A@ B E % for any members A, B of %. % is closed 
under finite variants (c.f.v.) if, for A E % and B =* A, B E % again. 
We assume the reader to be familiar with the basic concepts of complexity theory 
(see, e.g., [12]). In our notation we do not distinguish between a Turing machine 
(TM) 1M and the language accepted by M1 P (NP) is the class of subsets of C* 
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which are recognized by a deterministic (nondeterministic) TM in polynomial time. 
A set A is p-Turing (p-T) reducible to a set B, A s t B, if there is a deterministic 
polynomial-time bounded oracle TM 1M such that A = MB. A is p-many-one (p-m) 
reducible to B, A s& B, if there is a deterministically polynomial-time computable 
functionf: C* + C* such that A(x) = B(f(x)) for all strings X. To avoid pathologies, 
by convention we also let A 6 & B for B E (8, C*} and A e P. In the following pr (*,$) 
stands for either p-m ( G:) or p-T (s{). We say A and B are p-r-equivalent, A = F B, 
if A G!? B and B s F A. The equivalence class of A under = !! is called the p-r-degree 
of A and is denoted by deg!(A). Obviously, any p-r-degree is closed under finite 
variants and closed under 0. Note that A s& B implies A s:! B, whence degk(A) 
is a subset of degf(A) for any set A. Also note that the class P forms a p-r-degree 
and that G F is invariant under finite variations, i.e., for sets A, B, A’ and B’ satisfying 
A=*A’and B =* B’, A SF B if and only if A’ s F B’. (For r = m, this follows from 
our convention above.) 
In the following we will use Ladner’s density and splitting theorems for the 
p-reducibilities [14]. The density theorem asserts that for any recursive sets A and 
B satisfying A <F B there is a recursive set C such that A <F C c fl B. Moreover, 
the yroof is &eccive, whence a recursive index of C can be effectively computed 
from recursive indices of A and B. A variant of the density theorem involving both 
reducibility notions says that if A GE I!3 but B SST A, then the set C can be chosen y 
to satisfy A <L C C: B and C #F A, B. The splitting theorem asserts that for any 
recursive set A e P there are recursive sets B and C such that B, C C & A, B, C <! A 
and A = L BO C, Note that B and C are p-T-incomparable. 
A class % of recursive sets is called recursively presentable (r-p.) if there is a 
recursive set U, called a universal set for %, such that % = {U? n E IN}. r-p. classes 
which are closed under finite variants have been extensively studied in the literature 
(see, e.g., [2,4, 6, 15, 171). Natural complexity classes turn out to be both r-p. and 
c.f.v. We will need the following facts on r.p. and c.,f.v. classes taken from [2]* 
Lemma 1.1. (a) Every finite, nonempty class of recursive sets is r.p. 
(b) If go, VI are r.p. and c$v. classes, then WO n %F1 is empty or again r.p. and c$v. 
(c) If %$, V, are r.p. classes, then the class 
is empty or r.p. and c.$v. 
Note that, by (a) and (c), ciegF(A) is r.p. and c.f.v. for any set A (take %,, = %I = 
{A}). In particular, P = degF(0) is r.p. and c.f.v. Similarly, if %’ is a class of recursive 
sets which possesses a p-r-complete problem A (i.e., A E % and C GF A for all 
elements of %‘) and (e is downward closed under <F (i.e., C E % and D s F C implies 
DE U), then %’ is r.p. and c.f.v. (Apply (c) to so= (0) and V1 = {A}.) So, e.g., the 
classes PSPACE, NP and coNP are r.p. and c.f.v. Note that the latter and (b) imply 
that NP n coNP is r.p. and c.f.v. too. Further examples of r.p. and c.f.v. classes are 
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by (c): The class ‘C: A G F C s r B}, where A, B are recursive sets satisfying A s ? B 
(take %,, = (A} arid W1 = {B}), and the class {C: 3A E % (C GF A)}, where % is any 
r.p. class (take %,-, =(8) and %, = U). 
2. Ascending sequences of recursive sets 
We call a sequence of effectively given recursive sets recursive. More formally, a 
sequence S# = (A,: n EN) of recursive sets is called recursive if the set A, defined by 
A(“) = A, for all n, is recursive. A is called the code of &. The sequence & is (s~&Zy ) 
p-r-increasing if, for all n, 
A, +‘A,+1 (A” <‘: A,+,). 
If d is p-r-increasing and Vn 3m (An c F A,,,), then & is p-r-ascending. Obviously, 
any strictly p-r-insreasing sequence is p-r-ascending. If A, G{ B for all n and B is 
recursive, then B is a p-r-upper bound for J& A p-r-upper bound B for & is minimal 
(a least p-r-upper bound) if C SC: B (B s: C) for any p-r-upper bound C of &. 
Note that any p-m-upper bound for a sequence & is also a p-T-upper bound for 
~8. Also note that any recursive sequence & possesses a p-r-upper bound, namely 
its code. Moreover, by a straightforward iagonalization, for any p-r-upper bound 
B, there is a greater p-r-upper bound C, i.e., B <F C. So the class of p-r-upper 
bounds for a recursive sequence is unbounded. Our main result of this section 
asserts that recursive p-r-ascending sequences do not possess minimal p-r-upper 
bounds. 
Theorem 2.1. Let SQ = (A,,: n E IV) be a recursive p-r-ascending sequence of recursive 
sets. Then & does not possess a least p-r-upper bound. In fact ~4 does not possess any 
minimal p-r-upper bound. 
The theorem is proved by delayed diagonalization (see, e.g., [14, 15, 6, 17, 41). 
Using the structural approach of Landweber et al., the diagonalization part of the 
proof can 3e reduced to a general diagonalization lemma. 
Lemma 2.2 (Diagonalization lemma). Let % be a recursively presentable class of 
recursive sets which is closed under finite variants, and let A be a recursive set such that 
for all n. Then there is a recursive 
B’“’ =* A(“’ for all n, 
BsLA, and GHZ. 
subset B of A such that 
(2.2) 
(2.3,2.4) 
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A subset B of A satisfying (2.2) is sometimes called a thick subset. We should 
mention that, without our convention on e $ in Section 1, the diagonahzation Iemm 
in general fails for A = C*. ‘Fhe proof of Lemma 2 
of Schiining’s diagonalization theorem in [17], requires ome pre 
we introduce next. For a comparison of the variant of the de 
technique used here with Ladner’s ori”ginal techniq 
Let g, k:fV+lV be recu ive functions. We say Is 
all numbers n, The functi g is plynomi41ly honest if tb 
a deterministic TM M such that M computes g(n) 
fully time constructible function is polynomially 
function g : IV+ N is dominated by some polynomially honest function. 
The nth iteration g” of the function g : N + N is inductively defined by g*(m) = m 
and g”+*(m) = g(g”(m)). The (n + 1)st g-interual of C* is defined by 
1: = [g”(O), g”+*(O)), 
where [n, m) = {x E 2”: n s Ix) c m}. Note that, for g with g(n) > n for all n, the 
function hn.g”(O) is strictly increasing. So, for such a function g, the g-intervals 
give a partition of C*, i.e., 
U{If: nEhJ}=Z* 
and 1: n 15 = 0 for n # m. If, moreover, g is polynomially honest, hen the function 
ind: C* + N, which maps a string x to the unique number n such that x E IX, is 
polynomial-time computable. Namely, given x, compute the iterations 01l* =g*(O) = 0, 
ml = g’(O) = gh0L.. . s m = g”(0) = g(m,_,) of g up to the first n such that either 
I I x <m,+l or the computation of rn”+, = g( m,) requires more than ~(1x1) steps, where 
p is the polynomial witnessing honesty of g. In either case, x E It, and n G 1x1 since 
g(m)> rn for each m. So n can be found in polynomial time. 
Proof of Lemma 2.2. Let A and % be given as in the premise of the lemma. We 
observe first that the set A may be replaced by any finite variant A’ of it. Namely, 
by closure of % under finite variants, the premise (2.1) will remain valid for A’ in 
place of A. Similarly, if (2.2).(2.4) hold for some subset B of A’ and for A’ in place 
of A, then they also hold for the subset B n A of A in place of B and for A. While 
for (2.2) and (2.4) this is immediate, for (2.3) this follows from invariance of s L 
under finite variations (see Section 1). 
By the preceding observation, without loss of generality we may assume that 
A f C*. Let U be some universal set for %, i.e., U is recursive and % = { U(“): n E 
Note that, by closure of % under finite variants and by assumption (2.1), not 
/h(<_j) =* u(k) f or any j, k E tU So the function go: N + N defined by 
go(n) = pm > n(Vj, k s n 3x (n < 1x1 c m and A(sjJ(x) f Utk’(x))) 
is total and recursive. By the above remarks, fix a polynomially honest function 
g : N -, IN which dominates go. Note that g(n) > n for all n by definition of go. Finally, 
define the set B by letting B(x) = A(““)(x) for x E If. 
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Obviously, B is a subset of A. Moreover, since each g-interval is finite, (2.2) 
holds. Namely, given n, choose m such that, for all strings y of length greater than 
m, yL I&. ’ l u Ii-,. Then, for x such that 1x1~ m, B((n, x)) = Atsk)((n, x)) for 
somt A: a n, whence B’“‘(x) = A’“‘(x). For a proof of (2.3), recall that, by choice of 
g, the function ind which maps a string to the index of its g-interval is polynomial- 
&me computable. So the function 
f((n, x)) = { ‘,” Jo ~;elfy a 
where x0 is some fixed string not in A, p-m-reduces B to A. (Note that ind((n, x)) < 
I(n, x)1. So n =G ind(( n, x)) can be decided in polynomial time.) 
It remains to show that B does not belong to the class %. For a contradiction, 
assume B E %, say B = U (“I. Recall that g(m) > m for all m, whence g”(0) > n, and 
recall that g dominates go, whence 
[g”(O), go(g”(0))) G W-(O), g(g”(0))) = If. 
So, by definition of go, there is a string x E 1: such that 
A-)(x) # U’“‘(x). 
By our assumption that R = U (“I, this implies -B(x) # A@“)(x) contrary to the 
definition of B. 
This completes the proof of Lemma 2.2. cl 
The diagonalization lemma suffices to prove the first part of Theorem 2.1, i.e., to 
show that any recursive p-r-ascending sequence J& = (A” : n E N) of recursive sets 
does not possess a least p-t-upper bound: given a p-r-upper bound C for & we 
obtain a p-r-upper bound B with C %F B as follows. Let A be the code of .& If 
C $F A, then let B = A. Otherwise apply the diagonalization lemma to % = 
{D: C s F D G r A} and A. As pointed out in Section 1, % is r.p. and c.f.v. Moreover, 
since SQ is a p-r-ascending, 
A-) =; A,@- . .@A, =; A, <; C, 
whence Ats”) B % for all n. So the premises of the diagonalization lemma are satisfied. 
Now, for the set B provided by the diagonalization lemma, B is a p-r-upper bound 
for & by (2.2). Moreover, B ~fl A by (2.3), whence, by (2.4), C PF B. 
To prove that & in fact does not possess any minimal p-r-upper bounds, we have 
to code the sequence d in any of its upper bounds. 
Lemma 2.3 (Coding lemma). Let A, B be recursive sets such that A’“’ s’: B for all 
n. There is a recursive set C such that 
C sfl B and Vn (C”” =LA’“‘). (2.5,2.6) 
Note that the type of reduction in (2.5) depends on the type of reduction in thp: 
premise of the lemma, whereas in (2.6) we obtain p-m-equivalence ven if the 
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reduction in the premise is only a p-Turing reduction. Also note that if B is some 
p-r-upper bound for a recursive p-r-ascending sequence & = (A,, : n E IN), then the 
coding lemma yields a p-r-upper bound C of & such that C s!? B and Ctn) =& A, 
for all n. 
Proof of Lemma 2.3. We give the proof for p-many-one reducibility. The proof for 
p-Turing reducibility is similar. Since sz is invariant under finite variations, we 
may assume B Zd, 2”. 
Let {f” : n E IN} be a recursive numeration of the deterministically polynomial-time 
computable functions from C* to zT*. We may assume that the enumeration is 
chosen so that there is a deterministic Turing machine which, on input 1 “OX computes 
L(x) in p(lxl” +m) steps, p some polynomial. Furthermore, we may choose a 
deterministic Turing machine A4 which on input z stops iff z is an element of the 
recursively enumerable set 
{l”Ol”: 3x~ C* (A’“‘(x) # B(f&)))}. 
In other words, 1M stops on input 1”Ol” iff fm does not p-m-reduce A(") to B. Now 
the set C is defined as follows. C contains only strings of the form 
(n, 1”01”0~01~~~“~~+“~ ) (n, m EM, x E Z*). For a string y = (n, l”O1mO~OIP~~“~m+m~), 
y E C iff the following three conditions hold: 
(i) fm(x) E 4 
(ii) for each m’< m, Ad on input l”Olm stops in less than lyl steps, and 
(iii) 1M on input 1”Ol” does not stop in less than Iyl steps. 
Note that Ifm(x)I C IyI, and fm( x can be computed in less than Iy[ steps. Moreover, ) 
conditions (ii) and (iii) can be decided in O(lyl’) steps. Ml this implies C G& B. 
To verify (2.6), fix n. We have to show A(“) = z C”? Since A(“) SL B, there must 
be a number m such that A (n) S: B via fm, i.e., such that A’“‘(X) = B(S,(X)) for 
all strings X. Let m. be the least such number m. Then 1M on input 1”01”‘0 does not 
stop, whereas A4 stops on input l”O1 m’ for m’ c mo. Fix k such that, for all m’ C mo, M 
on input 1”Ol” stops in less than I& steps. Then, for y with 1~12 k and y = 
(n, l”O1mOXOlp’~“~m+m)), conditions (ii) and (iii) are satisfied iff m = mo. Moreover, 
A.‘“‘(x) = B(&(x)) for all strings X. So, for any string y of length at least S y is an 
element of P iff 
y = I”()1 %()x()1 P(lxl”o+mo) 
for some element x of A (? Obviously, this implies A(“) = f C(“). Cl 
We are now ready to prove Theorem 2.1. 
Proof of Theorem 2.1. Let A be the code of & and let C be any p-r-upper bound 
for J& We have to show that there is a p-r-upper bound B for & such that B -=F C. 
By the coding lemma, without loss of generality we may assume that C satisfies 
condition (2.6). Apply the diagonalization lemma to % = degF( C) and C. AS noted 
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in Section 1, % is r.p. and c.f.v. Moreover, by (2.6) and since & is ascending, 
C@“) =F A(“) <F C for all ~1. So C (sn)e %. Now, for the set B obtained by the 
diagonalization lemma, B is a p-r-upper bound for & by (2.2) and B <F C by (2.3) 
and (2.4). Cl 
In the sequel we also need the following variant of Theorem 2.1. 
Theorem 2.4. Let & = (A, : n EM) be a recursive sequence of recursive sets which is 
both p-m-ascending and p-T-ascending, let C be a p-m-upper bound for J& and let C’ 
be a p-T-upper bound for J1Q. mere is a p-m-upper bound B for SQ such that B <g C 
but C’ St B. 
Proof. Let A be the code of SQ. By the coding lemma, we may assume that C satisfies 
(2.6). Moreover, if C’ Pi C, then C’ s r B will follow from B c L C, whence, in this 
case, C’ may be replaced by C. Hence, w.l.o.g., in the following, we may assume 
C’ s: C. So we can apply the diagonalization lemma to V = {D: C’ SF D SF C} 
and C This yields a p-m-upper bound B for & (by (2.2) and (2.6)) such that B SL C 
(by (2.3)) and C’ g; B (by (2.4)). 0 
Remarks 2.5. (1) Call a p-r-upper bound for a sequence & = (A, : n E IN) strict if 
A, <F B for all n. Similarly, say B is a minimal strict p-r-upper bound for J@ if B 
is a strict p-r-upper bound for & and, for any other strict p-r-upper bound C for 
& C<rB. 
Obviously any upper bound for an ascending sequence is strict. So recursive 
ascending sequences do not possess minimal strict upper bounds. In fact, this is 
true for any recursive p-r-increasing sequence: For a p-r-increasing sequence sB= 
(A,: n E N) which is not ascending, say A, s F A, for all n, this follows from Ladner’s 
density theorem [141: Given a strict upper bound B for ,aP, A, <F B, whence there 
is a set C satisfying A, ~~A,,&‘C<~Bforalln. 
(2) Theorem 2.1 in general fails for nonrecursive sequences. For any recursive 
set Ae P there is a (nonrecursive) p-r-ascending sequence Se such that A is a least 
p-r-upper bound for J& Namely, given A e P, let (C, : n E N) and (Dn: n EN) be 
noneffective numerations of the classes % = {C: C c !T A) and 9~ = {D: A 6 !? D and 
D is recursive} respectively. Define the sequence & = (A, : n E N) inductively by 
letting A0 = CO and A,+* = Cm, where mQ is the least m such that A, CF C, and 
C, % 510,. The existence of such a number m is a consequence of the following 
variant of Ladner’s density theorem (see, e.g., [2]): Given recursive sets E, F, G 
suchthatE<~FandF~~G,thereisasetHsuchthatEc~HcfTFbutH~~G. 
(3) Theorem 2.1 also in general fails for recursive sequences JIZ = (A, : n E WI) 
which satisfy the condition 
Vn 3m (A,, <:A,) 
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but which are not p-r-increasing. Namely, given any recursive set A P P, by Ladner’s 
splitting theorem (see Section l), choose sets B, C <!T A such that A =F B@ C. 
Then, by iterated applications of Ladner’s density theorem, construct recursive 
p-r-ascending sequences (B”: n E N) and (C,,: n E N) such that B C! B,, c!' A and 
C cfr C,, <F A. Finally, let A*, = B,, and A2n+l = C,,. Then, as one can easily check, 
A is the least p-r-upper bound for the sequence & =(A,: n EN) and A, c! A,,+* 
for any number n. & is not p-r-increasing, however, since, for any n, A, and An+, 
are p-r-incomparable. (Note that, by construction, A,, A,+, <F A and A = ‘: A,@ 
A,,+* J 
(4) In contrast o Theorem 2.1, in [SJ we show that any recursive p-r-ascending 
sequence & = (A,: n E lV) possessses a minimal pair of p-r-upper bounds, i.e., J# 
possesses upper bounds A and B so that no set D satisfying D s! A and D s !f B 
is a p-r-upper bound for &. In fact, for any p-r-upper bound B we can find an 
upper bound C such that the pair B, C is minimal for J& 
3. Hard problems for complexity classes 
As we have pointed out in Section 1, the standard complexity classes are both 
recursively presentable and closed under finite variants. For notational convenience, 
in the following we call any class of recursive sets with these two properties an 
(abstract) complexity class. A further closure property shared by most natural 
complexity classes which we will require frequently in the sequel is closure 
under 0. 
Recall that a problem A is p-r hardfor %, V any class of recursive sets, if C G: A 
for all sets C E %. A p-r-hard problem for (8 is p-r-complete for % if it is a member 
of the class %. If A is p-r-hard (p-r-complete) for % we also shortly say that A is 
S-r-hard (%-r-complete). Note that a V-m-hard (complete) set is also V-T-hard 
(complete) but in general not vice versa. Also note that if % is r.p. and U is a 
universal set for %, then a set A is V-r-hard if A is a p-r-upper bound for the 
sequence % = (U? JZ E IBI). In particular, U is %-m-hard, whence any r.p. class 
possesses p-r-hard problems. Furthermore, the class of %-r-hard problems is closed 
upward under SF, whence there are arbitrarily complex p-r-hard problems for any 
r.p. class. On the other side, if %-r-complete problems exist, then they obviously 
are the easiest V-r-hard problems. As we shall show next, a complexity class % 
which is closed under 9 possesses easiest p-r-hard problems if and only if it possesses 
p-r-complete probleics. We deduce this from Theorem 2.1 using the following link 
between complexity classes and p-r-ascending sequences. 
Definition 3.1. Let % be a class of recursive sets. A skeleton of % is a recursive 
p-m-increasing sequence & of recursive sets such that, for any recursive set B, B is 
Y&m-hard iff B is a p-m-upper bound for &, and B is %-T-hard iff B is a p-T-upper 
bound for J& 
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Proposition 3.2. Let % be a complexity class which is closed under 0. Then %T possesses 
a skeleton d = (A,,: n E N) such that A, E % for all n. 
Proof, Let U be a universal set for Ce, i.e., U is recursive and % = { U(‘): n EN}. 
Define the sequence & by 
A 
n 
= u(O)@). . .@ u’“’ . 
Obviously, d is recursive and p-m-increasing. Moreover, for each C E V, there is 
some number n such that C = U(“) ~5 A,. C onversely, by closure of %! under 0, 
A, E % for each n. So & and %! have the same upper bounds. Cl 
By Proposition 3.2 each complexity class % which is closed under 0 can be linked 
to a recursive pm-increasing sequence & such that % and & have the same p-r-upper 
bounds. We next observe that any two skeletons of the same class behave in the 
same way. 
. Lemma 3.3. Let & and &’ be skeletons of a complexity class %!. Then & is p-r-ascending 
ifl ~4’ is p-r-ascending. 
Proof. Let Se = (A,: n EN) and &‘= (A’,: n EN), and assume that & is not p-r- 
ascending, say A,, G! A,,, for all n. Then A, is a least p-r-upper bound for .A Since 
Se and s&’ are skeletons of the same class, it follows that A,,, is a least p-r-upper 
bound for ~8 too. Hence, by Theorem 2.1, &’ is not p-r-ascending. Cl 
Theorem 3.4. Let % be a complexity class which is closed under 0 and let d be a 
skeleton of %‘. & is p-r-ascending iff %’ does not possess p-r-complete problems. 
Proof. Let SQ = (A,: n EN). Ey Proposition 3.2 and Lemma 3.3, w.1.o.g. we may 
assume A,, E % for all n. First assume that C is %-r-complete. Then C is a least 
p-r-upper bound for % and thus for J& whence, by Theorem 2.1, & is not p-r- 
ascending. Now assume that %’ does not possess any p-r-complete problems. Then 
no set A, is %-r-hard, whence no such set is a p-r-upper bound for .s& Since & is 
p-r-increasing, this implies that & is p-r-ascending. Cl 
Corollary 3.5. Let % be a complexity class which is closed under 0 and which does 
not have p-r-complete problems, and let C be %-r-hard. There is a %-r-hard problem 
B such that B +’ C. If, moreover, % has no p-T-complete problems and C is V-m-hard, 
then there is a %-m-hard problem B such that B s E C and C %F B. 
Proof. The first part of the corollary is immediate by Proposition 3.2 and Theorems 
3.4 and 2.1. The second part requires Theorem 2.4 in place of Theorem 2.1. Cl 
Note that, in general, Corollary 3.5 fails for complexity classes which are not 
closed under 0. For any recursive p-r-incomparable sets A and B, the complexity 
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class % = d[C: C sr A and C s’: B} has no p-r-complete problems but AQ B is an 
easiest V-r-hard problem. In particular, if NP# coNP then NPu coNP has no 
p-m-complete problems, while, for any NP-m-complete set A, A@ A is an easiest 
p-m-hard problem for NP u coNP. 
Corollary 3.5 can be applied to obtain “small” hard problems for a complexity 
class inside another complexity class. 
Corollary 31.6. Let %‘,,  Vi?, be complexity classes such that 
(3 1) %*E %* 
(3.2) @, is closed under 0 and S,, does not possess p-r-complete problems, and 
(3.3) VI is downward closed under p-m-reducibility and Ce, possesses some p-m- 
complete problem. 
men there .is a &m-hard problem in %, which is not VI-r-complete. 
Note that in Corollary 3.6, even if we consider p-T-reducibility (r = T), premise 
(3.3) refers to GL and the conclusion yields a &,-m-hard set. Obviously, this gives 
a stronger conclusion. Moreover, premise (3.3) is weaker than the analogous premise 
VP is downward closed under p-T-reducibility and %?I possesses 
some p-T-complete problem (3.3’) 
for p-Turing reducibility. This follows from the observation made in [3] that any 
class % which is downward closed under GC and which possesses a p-T-complete 
set also possesses a p-m-complete set. 
Proof. Let C be %&m-complete. Then, by (3.1), C is %&-m-hard. So, by (3.2) and 
Corollary 3.5, there is a %&-m-hard set B such that B G z C, whence B E %I by (3.3), 
but C s: B, whence B is not Gel -r-complete. 0 
Corollary 3.6 can be reformulated as follows. 
Corollary 3.7, Let %,-,, Z1 be complexity classes such that 
(3.4) %+ v, 
(3.5) V0 is closed under 0 and it is downward closed under SF, and 
(3.6) %$ is downward closed under s g and %, possesses some m-complete problem. 
Then there is a %&-m-hard problem in %‘, - VO which is not %,-r-complete. 
Proof. If %‘,-, has no p-r-complete problem, then the claim directly follows from 
Corollary 3.6. So we may assume that A is some p-r-complete set for %$. In fact, 
by (3.5) and by the observation of [3] mentioned in the remark following Corollary 
3.6, we may assume that A is p-m-complete for Ce,. Now, by (3.3), choose a 
p-m-complete problem B of Q,. Then A a: B by (3.4) but B 6 ‘: A by (3.4) and 
(3.5). So, by Ladner’s density theorem, there is a set C such that A S: C s: B but 
A f F C and B # !f C. By (3.6) and the choice of A and B, this implies that C is a 
%&-m-hard problem in %, - so which is not %,-r-complete. Cl 
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We conclude this section with some applications of Corollary 3.7. Note that NP 
is a complexity class which possesses m-complete problems and which is downward 
closed under GL (see [13]). So Corollary 3.7 applies to proper subclasses of NP 
which are r.p., c.f.v. and satisfy (3.5). We first consider the class NP n coNP and 
the class R of problems solvable in random polynomial time with one-sided error 
(see [7]), thus obtaining two theorems of Adleman. Note that it is not known whether 
the classes NPn coNP and R possess complete problems (cf. [9,19]). 
Lemma 3.8. The class NPn coNP is r.p., c.Jv., closed under 0, and downward closed 
under of-. 
Proof. As pointed out in Section 1, NPn coNP is r.p. Closure under finite variants 
and under 0 is straightforward. Finally, downward closure under <F has been 
shown by Selman [18]. Cl 
Corollary 3.9 (Adleman Cl]). Assume NP # coNP. There is an (NP n coNP)-m-hard 
problem in NP- coNP which is not NP- T-complete. 
Proof. Note that, by assumption, NPn CONPJE NP. So the claim follows from 
Corollary 3.7 together with Lemma 3.8. Cl 
Lemma 3.10. The class R is r.p., c.$v., closed under 0, and downward closed under G &. 
Proof. A set A is an element of R if there is an R-machine M accepting A, i.e., if 
there is a nondeterministic polynomial-time bounded Turing machine M such that 
xeA a Mrefutesx (3.7) 
and 
x E A a on input x, at least 5 of all paths of M accept 
(see Ul). 
(3.8) 
The required closure properties are straightforward. For instance, downward 
closure under s& is shown as follows. Given an A E R and a set B p-m-reducible 
to A, say via the function J fix an R-machine MQ accepting A and a deterministic 
polynomial-time bounded Turing machine MI computing J: Then an R-machine M 
accepting B works as follows: On input X, M first computes f(x) by simulating 
MI ; then M simulates M,-, on input f(x). 
Recursive representability of R has been observed by Adleman [ 11: Let (M,: n E IW) 
be a recursive numeration of all nondeterministic polynomial-time bounded Turing 
machines. Then the set 
NEG = {n: M, is not an R-machine) 
is recursively enumerable. So we may fix a Turing machine T which stops exactly 
on inputs from NEG. Using T, a universal set V for R can be defined by 
x E Vtn) iff on input x at least i of all paths of M, accept and, on input 
n, T does not stop in less than 1x1 steps. 
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Note that V’“’ is the set accepted by M, if M, is an R-machine and v’“) is finite 
otherwise. Cl 
Corollary 3.11 (Adleman [ 11). Assume R # NP. There is an R-m-hard set in NP- R 
which is not NP-m-complete. 
Proof. By Corollary 3.7 and Lemma 3.10 since, obviously, Rc NP. [7 
A further subclass of NP, of which it is not known whether it possesses complete 
problems, is the class U of problems accepted by unambiguous nondeterministic 
Turing acceptors. The class U, which has been introduced in [21], plays a major 
role in the theory of public-key cryptosystems ( ee, e.g., [8]). 
Lemma 3.12. The class U is r.p., c$v., closed under 0, and downward closed under s L. 
Proof. The closure properties are straightforward. To show that U is r.p., we proceed 
like in the proof of Lemma 3.10. First recall that a set A is an element of U if there 
is a U-machine M accepting A, i.e., a nondeterministic polynomial-time bounded 
Turing machine 1M s.t. (3.7) and 
x E A * on input x there is a unique path of 1M which accepts (3.9) 
hold. Now, by letting NEG be the recursively enumerable set of indices of machines 
which are not U-machines and by replacing (3.8) by (3.9) in the definition of Vtn), 
we obtain a universal set V for U as described in the proof of Lemma 3.10. Cl 
Corollary 3.13. Assume U # NP. mere is a U-m-hard set in NP- U which is not 
NP-m-complete. 0 
Mahaney [ 161 has shown that, assuming P# NP, no NP-m-complete set is sparse. 
By applying Corollary 3.7 to this result, we can show that in fact the class NPS of 
sparse NP-sets is bound by some NP-m-incomplete set. Hartmanis et al. [lo] have 
shown that there are sparse sets in NP- P iff EXWIME # NEXPTIME. 
Moreover, Hartmanis and Yesha [ 111 have shown that NPS possesses p-T- 
complete problems. They have also shown, however, that there are relativized 
computations for which NPS does not possess p-m-complete problems. 
Lemma 3.14. Let NPS be the class of sparse NP-sets. NPS is r.p., c.jk., and closed 
under 0. 
Proof. Recall that a set A is sparse if there is a polynomial p such that 1(x E A: 1x1 s 
m}l <p(m) for all m. 
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Closure of NPS under finite variants and under 0 is obvious. To show that NPS 
is r.p., fix a recursive numeration {M,: n E N} of the nondeterministic polynomial- 
time bounded Turing acceptors. W.1.o.g. we may assume that for each set iQ E NP 
there are infinitely many indices n such that A = I’M,,. Moreover, let pn be the 
polynomial p,(m) = nz” + m. Then AE NPS iff, for some n, A = M, and 1(x E A: 1x1 s 
m}l s p,,( m) for all m. Hence NPS = {A&: n B NEG}, where NEG is the recursively 
enumerable set 
{n: 3m (1(x E 34”: 1x1 s m}l >p,(m))}. 
So, by taking a deterministic Turing machine T stopping exactly on inputs from 
NEG, a universal set U for NPS is given by 
x E U(“) iff x E M, and T on input n does not stop in 
less than 1x1 steps. Cl 
Corollary 3.15. Assume P# NP. There is an NP-set A which is not NP-m-complete 
such that, for any sparse NP-set B, B <k A. 
Proof. Apply Corollary 3.7 to 
&,={A: ABE NPS (A S& B)} 
and VI = NP. Note that (3.4) holds by Mahaney’s theorem while (3.5) follows from 
Lemma 3.14 and the definition of VO. Finally, &, is a complexity class by Lemmas 
1.1 and 3.14. Cl 
Our final application of Corollary 3.7 is to a subclass of PSPACE. Note that PSPACE 
is a complexity class (cf. Section 1) which possesses m-complete problems and 
which is downward closed under + (see [12]). So PSPACE has the properties 
required from the class V, in Corollary 3.7. The polynomial hierarchy (PH) has 
been introduced in [20]: 
PH= u Z:= u n:= u A:, 
ndtl ndV n&4 
where X0”= P, Zz+l = NP(Z:), n5: = coXi, and AZ,, = P(Zz). The polynomial 
hierarchy is obviously contained in PSPACE. It is not known, however, whether PH 
is a proper hierarchy (i.e., ZI: s Zt+, for all n), or whether it collapses (i.e. Icz = PH 
for some n). As Wrathall [22] has shown, PH possesses p-r-complete problems iff 
it collapses. As a consequence, if PH does not collapse, then PH s PSPACE. 
Lemma 3.16. PH is r.p., c$v., closed under 0, and downward closed under SF. 
Proof. For a proof that PH is r.p. see [ 171. Obviously, each class A f: is c.f.v., closed 
under 0, and, by definition, downward closed under SF. Since A: G A:+, for all n 
and since PH is the union of the classes AZ, these closure properties of At: carry 
over to PH. 0 
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Corollary 3.17. Assume that the polynomial hierarchy does not collapse. mere is a 
Hi-m-hard set in PSPSACE - PH which is not &PACE-T-complete. 
Proof. By Corollary 3.7, Lemma 3.16 and the preceding remarks. 0 
4. Ascending sequences of polynomial degrees 
Recall that the p-r-degree degy(Aj of a set A consists of all sets p-r-equivalent 
to A+ i.e., degF( A) = {B: B = !f A}. We denote p-r-degrees of recxsive sets by boldface 
lower case letters. REC, (NP,) is the class of p-r-degrees of recursive (NP) sets. 
Note that REC, and NP, are partially ordered by 
as,b iff 3AEa3BEb(AsFB). 
As one can easily show, there is a least p-r-degree 0, namely 0 = P. Moreover, NP, 
possesses a greatest p-r-degree 0: which contains the NP-r-complete problems. 
Since NP is downward closed under p-m-reducibility, 
NP,,,=[O, O&]={~EREC,: as,,, Ok}, (4-I) 
i.e., the partial ordering (NP,; dm) is an initial segment of the partial ordering 
(REC,; s ,,J. In case of p-Turing reducibility we only know that 
NPT c [ 0, O+] = {a E REC+ a + O+}, (4 2) . 
but it is an open problem whether the inclusion in (4.2) is proper or not. (In [4] 
an oracle is constructed relative to which NP, is not an initial segment of RE&). 
Using the just introduced terminology, Ladner’s result that, assuming P# NP, 
there are problems in NP which are neither in P nor are NP-r-complete can be 
restated as follows: 
3a E NP, (0 cr a er 0:). 
For a survey of the results on the polynomial degrees of NP-sets obtained so far 
see 143. 
Here we want to show that, assuming P# NP, the partial ordering (NP,; s,) is 
not complete, i.e., that there is an ascending sequence of p-r-degrees of NP-sets 
which does not have a least upper bound in NP,. 
We call a sequence A = (a,: n E N) of p-r-degrees recursive if there is a recursive 
set A such that A’“) E a,, for all n. So, for any recursive sequence & = (A,: n E: N) 
the sequence of its p-r-degrees A = (degF(A,): n E IV) is recursive too. Hence, recur- 
sive p-r-ascending sequences of recursive sets yield recursive ascending sequences 
of p-r-degrees. By applying Ladner’s density theorem, we first observe that (N&; s ,) 
contains such sequences, provided that P # NP. 
Lemma 4.1. (a) Let B be a recursive problem such that B g P. There is a recursive 
sequence & = (A,,: n E N) of sets A, - ,,, c=~ B which is simultaneously strictly p-m- 
increasing and .rtrictly p-T-increasing. 
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(b) If P # NP, then there is a recursive sequence & = (A, : n E N) of NP-sets A, 
which is simultaneously strictly p-m-increasing and strictly p-T-increasing. 
Proof. (a): By (the proof of ) Ladner’s density theorem 1141, given recursive sets 
C and D such that C CL D and C ~$0, we can e$ectiveZy construct a recursive 
set E such that C <!?E <FD for both r=m and r=T. Now let A_,=@ Then 
A_1 < !? B for r = m, T. The sequence & is constructed by iterated applications of 
the density theorem: Given A, (n 3 -1) which, by inductive hypothesis, satisfies 
A, <!! B, we obtain A,+1 with A,, <F A,+1 <I: B by applying the density theorem 
to C = A, and D = B By effectivity of the density theorem, the thus constructed 
sequence is recursive. 
(b): Assume P # NP and let B be NP-complete. Then B ti P. So the claim follows 
from part (a) since NP is closed downwards under <L. Cl 
We next show that recursive ascending sequences of p-r-degrees do not possess 
minimal upper bounds in (REC,; s,). 
Theorem 4.2. Let A = (a”: n E N) be a recursive ascending sequence of p-r-degrees. 
Tkt A does not possess a minimal upper bound in (REC,; d,). 
Proof. Let A be some recursive set such that A(“) E a, for all n. Then & = (A, : n E IV) 
is a recursive p-r-ascending sequence of recursive sets. So the theorem holds by 
Theorem 2.1. III 
For a p-r-degree a > 0 let ([ 0, a’; s J be the initial segment {b E REC,: b s,. a} 
of (REC,; s J with the induced partial ordering. By Lemma 4.1 and Theorem 4.2 
there is no initial segment of REC, whose partial ordering is complete. 
Corollary 4.3. Let a >r 0 be a p-r-degree of a recursive set. The partial ordering 
([ 0, a]; s,.) is not complete. In particular, the partial ordering (REC,; sr) is not 
complete. 
Proof. We have to show that there is an ascending sequence A = (a,: n E IV) of 
p-r-degrees a,, cr a which has no least upper bound in ([ 0, a]; s r). Since [ 0, a] 
is an initial segment of REC,, it suffices to show that A has no minimal upper bound 
in (REC.; s,) since a least upper bound for A in [ 0, a] will be a minimal upper 
bound for A in REC. Now, by Lemma 4.1, there is a recursive ascending sequence 
A of p-r-degrees less than a, and, by Theorem 4.2, this sequence does not possess 
a minimal upper bound in REC. 0 
Since, by (4.1), NP,,, is an initial segment of REC, and since P # NP implies 
0 cm Ok, Corollary 4.3 shows that the partial ordering of p-m-degrees of NP-sets 
is not complete if P # NP. 
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Corollary 4.4. Assume P # NP. The partial ordering (NP,; s,,,) is not complete. 
As pointed out above, we do not know whether NPT is an initial segment of RECT 
too. So Corollary 4.3 cannot be applied to prove that the partial ordering of 
p-T-degrees of NP-sets is not complete. 
Theorem 4.5. Assume P # NP. 77re partial ordering (NP,; sT) is not complete. 
Proof. By Lemma 4.1(b) choose a recursive sequence & = (A,: n E 181) of NP-sets 
which is both p-m-ascending and p-T-ascending. Then the sequence A = (Q,: n E N) 
defined by a,, = degT( A,) is recursive and ascending in (NP,; +). Now let d E NP, 
be any upper bound for A. We have to show that S is not the least upper bound 
for A in NP,, i.e., that there is an upper bound b for A such that b E NP, and d ST b. 
Fix D E d and let C be any NP-m-complete set. Then D is a p-T-upper bound 
for & while C is a p-m-upper bound for &. So, by Theorem 2.4, there is a p-m-upper 
bound B for & such that B G z C but D s! B. By the former, B E NP. So, for 
6 = degT(B), b E NP,, b is an upper bound for A, and d Sr T 6. 0 
We conclude this section by showing that there are no recursive approximations 
to intractable problems which are invariant under polynomial equivalence. Intui- 
tively, we say that a recursive sequence & = (A,, : n E N) of recursive sets approximates 
a recursive set B if the complexity of the members of & is nondecreasing and each 
member of & is easier than B but B can be recovered from the sum of the 
members of Se. The approximation is (degree)-invariant if any recursive sequence 
whose members are polynomially equivalent o the respective members of J&’ also 
approximates B. In the following definition these notions are formalized. 
Definition 4.6. A recursive p-r-increasing sequence & = (A,,: n E N) of recursive sets 
p-r-approximates a recursive set B if A, <F B for all n but B s r A, where A is the 
code of &. The approximation & of B is p-r-invariant if, for any recursive sequence 
&’ = (A:: n E N) of recursive sets satisfying A’, = fl A, for all n, J# p-r-approximates 
B too. 
Note that any p-r-approximation is p-r-ascending. The impossibility of finding 
p-r-invariant approximations to intractable problems is a consequence of the follow- 
ing observation. 
Lemma 4.7. Assume & = (A,,: n E N) is a p-r-invariant p-r-approximation of B. Then 
A = (degF(A,): n E N) is a recursive ascending sequence with least upper bound 
d&YB). 
Proof. Obviously A is recursive and ascending, and degy(B) is an upper bound for 
A. To show that it is the least upper bound, let c be any upper bound for A and 
fix CEC. We have to show Bs!X’. 
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Note that C 3s a p-r-upper bound for J& Hence, by Lemma 2.3, w.1.o.g. we may 
assume Ctn) = !T A(“) = A, f or all q where A is the code of J& So, by p-r-invariance 
of the approximation Sg, B s!! C. Cl 
Corollary 4.8. No recursive problem possesses Q p-r-invariant p-r-approximation. 
Proof. By Theorem 4.2 and Lemma 4.7. 0 
5. Concluding remarks 
By using similar arguments, we can obtain results dual to the ones in this paper: 
No recursive p-r-descending sequence of recursive sets possesses a greatest p-r-lower 
bound. As a consequence, no r.p. and c.f.v. class % satisfying 
VA,BE%X6&?(C<!!AandCa~B) 
possesses a greatest strict p-r-lower bound. 
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